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ABSTRACT

Holography has demonstrated potential to achieve a wide field of view, focus supporting, optical see-through
augmented reality display in an eyeglasses form factor. Although phase modulating spatial light modulators are
becoming available, the phase-only hologram generation algorithms are still imprecise resulting in severe artifacts
in the reconstructed imagery. Since the holographic phase retrieval problem is non-linear and non-convex and
computationally expensive with the solutions being non-unique, the existing methods make several assumptions
to make the phase-only hologram computation tractable. In this work, we deviate from any such approximations
and solve the holographic phase retrieval problem as a quadratic problem using complex Wirtinger gradients
and standard first-order optimization methods. Our approach results in high-quality phase hologram generation
with at least an order of magnitude improvement over existing state-of-the-art approaches.

Keywords: Holographic displays, Phase-only holograms, Phase retrieval, Near eye display, Augmented reality,
Wide field of view, Vergence-accommodation conflict

1. INTRODUCTION

Near-eye displays (NEDs) open a wide range of possibilities by integrating computer graphics into day-to-day
human vision. NEDs for virtual reality (VR) have already become ubiquitous consumer products, while today’s
augmented reality (AR) devices partially inherit the advances of VR displays though are still limited to large
form factors and are unable to allow for occlusion and continuous focus cues to avoid vergence-accommodation
conflict. Approaches using conventional optics to overcome these challenges are often restricted to large setups.1

Mass adoption of augmented reality (AR), however, relies on display devices that can seamlessly integrate into
human vision, just like everyday prescription eyeglasses, and provide superior quality virtual imagery.

Digital holography, in theory, offers an elegant way to solve the complex optical design challenges for near-eye
displays. Instead of physically controlling the emitted wavefront of light with cascades of (variable) refractive
optics and conventional displays, holographic displays shift this process to computation. A phase-only digital
hologram can encode a scene intensity image at a given distance into a phase pattern. Assuming for a moment
that the encoding process is perfect, this approach allows for high-resolution and continuous focus cues. Building
on precise phase modulation hardware and a large body of existing work in holography, the recent seminal
works2,3 demonstrate impressive high-FOV holographic near-eye displays in a light-weight wearable form-factor.
Although these approaches offer insight into the promise of holographic near-eye displays, they rely on heuristic
holographic phase encoding schemes that severely restrict the achievable image quality and future research.

Similar to the work we first introduced as ”Wirtinger Holography” in Ref. 4, we present in this paper
an improved hologram generation algorithm where we depart from existing heuristic encoding methods and
iterative approaches. Instead, we pose the hologram generation process as a quadratic problem which we solve
using complex Wirtinger derivatives and first-order optimization methods. Specifically, our method does not
require any relaxations but can be solved directly with standard methods. We solve for high quality Fresnel
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holograms using quasi-Newton method or stochastic gradient descent methods and demonstrate at least a gain
of 10 dB in PSNR values of the simulated holographic reconstructions. We further validate the proposed method
on an experimental prototype and demonstrate that our approach eliminates severe artifacts present in existing
methods. We recommend the reader to also refer to our previous paper Ref. 4 for a more comprehensive
understanding of the algorithm.

Contributions Our primary contribution is an improved flexible algorithm for generating high-quality phase-
only holograms for a compact form factor holographic near-eye display for augmented and virtual reality appli-
cations. Specific contributions are as follows:

• We present Wirtinger calculus and Wirtinger gradients in the context of optimization problems involving
derivatives of complex variables.

• We use Wirtinger gradients to directly solve holographic phase retrieval as formal optimization problems
using first-order optimization methods.

• We validate the proposed method in simulation and achieve an order of magnitude lower error in holographic
reconstructions compared to previous methods.

• We demonstrate the proposed method on an experimental prototype holographic display and show that
our approach reduces severe artifacts present in existing hologram generation methods.

2. RELATED WORK

Computational holograms are traditionally classified into Fourier holograms corresponding to far-field Fraunhofer
diffraction, and Fresnel holograms which produce images in the near field, as determined by the Fresnel Num-
ber. The computational complexity between near-field and far-field holograms is substantial. While computing
far-field holograms using 2D Fourier transforms can be accomplished using fast algorithms and optimized hard-
ware, computing near-field Fresnel holograms admits no simple analytic solution. In fact, it is mathematically
equivalent to inverting a generalized scalar diffraction integral.5 A majority of work on this topic investigates
numerical techniques for generating Fresnel fringe patterns. In this section, we briefly summarize prior art related
to hologram computation and display.

2.1 Traditional Phase Retrieval Algorithms

A Fourier hologram produces a flat image at a far distance Fourier plane, and such a hologram is often computed
using traditional phase retrieval techniques. Phase retrieval is the method of recovering an unknown signal from
the measured magnitude of its Fourier transform. Since the phase is lost in the measurement of the signal, the
inverse problem of recovering it is generally ill-posed. However, the phase can be perfectly recovered, in theory,
by solving a set of non-linear equations if the measurements are sufficiently oversampled.6 Early methods of
phase retrieval included error reduction methods using iterative optimization,7,8 together with an assumption
on a non-zero support of the real-valued signal, with applications in optics, crystallography, biology and physics.
Extension of such iterative algorithm is the popular hybrid input-output (HIO) method,9 and others with various
relaxations.10,11 Phase-retrieval methods using first-order non-linear optimization have been explored in the past
to characterize complex optical systems,12–14 eventually also sparking recent work on using alternative direction
methods for phase retrieval,15,16 non-convex optimization,17 and methods overcoming the non-convex nature of
the phase retrieval problem by lifting, i.e. relaxation, to a semidefinite18 or linear program.19,20

2.2 Computational Fresnel holograms

Fresnel hologram computation can be categorized into two classes. 1) Geometry-based techniques, which model
three-dimensional scene geometry as a collection of emitters; either point-emitters (point-source method) or
polygonal tiles (polygon-based method). The collective interference of these emitters with a reference wave is
computed at a set of discretized locations throughout the combined field to generate a hologram of the scene.21

2) Image-based techniques, which leverage the advantage of computer graphics rendering techniques along with
wave propagation. Next, we review geometry and image-based methods.
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Point-source methods Waters et al.22 were the first to propose using a collection of points rather than
finite sized objects to model a scene for holographic image generation. By using a look-up table of precomputed
elemental fringes, Lucente et al.23 sped up the point-source hologram computation to under one second. Recent
point-source based CGH computation methods leverage the parallelization of a computer graphics card.24–26

Most recent work of Maimone et al.2 present point-source based CGH computation for holographic near-eye
displays for both virtual and augmented reality. All of these methods have in common that the optical trans-
mission process of different primitives is modeled to be independent, and hence, it is challenging to accurately
represent view-dependent mutual-occlusion and shading. Moreover, a continuous parallax demands a very dense
set of point-sources which requires a large compute budget.

Polygonal methods Polygonal methods for computing CGH also have existed for decades.27 The basic
idea of this approach to CGH is to represent a 3D object as a collection of tilted and shifted planes. The
diffraction patterns from a tilted input plane can be computed by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm
and an additional coordinate transformation. This analysis can also be done in the spatial frequency domain by
using the translation and rotation transformations of the angular spectra permitting the use of FFT algorithms.28

Moreover, a property function can be defined for each planar input surface to provide texture29 and shading.29,30

Researchers also have explored geometric facet selection methods by ray tracing,31 silhouette methods32,33 and
inverse orthographic projection techniques34 to provide occlusion culling effects.

Image-based methods Image-based holography techniques can be broadly categorized into light field and
layer-based methods. Light field holograms, also known as holographic stereograms, partition a hologram spa-
tially into elementary hologram patches, each producing local ray distributions (images) that together reconstruct
multiple views supporting intra-ocular occlusions.35–37 Holographic stereograms can be paired with the point-
source method to enhance the image fidelity to provide accommodation and occlusion cues.3,38 Layer-based
methods, in contrast, compute the hologram by slicing objects at multiple depths and superimposing the wave-
fronts from each slice on the hologram plane.39,40 Layer-based and light field methods can both be combined
to produce view-dependent occlusion effects.41,42 While prior work on holographic phase retrieval addressed
computing holograms for both 2D and 3D scenes, the focus of this paper lies on rendering high-quality images
of scenes at a single depth plane. The method can be extended to volumetric scenes as discussed in Section ??.

3. WIRTINGER CALCULUS FOR OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we provide a quick introduction to Wirtinger calculus and Wirtinger derivatives in the context
of optimization problems which involve derivatives of a complex variable. However, we refer interested readers
to43 for a detailed discussion on complex functions and analysis.

Consider a real-valued function of a real variable, for instance:

f : R 3 x 7→ y = f(x) ∈ R, (1)

the point xopt, where f(x) is maximum (or minimum) is obtained by taking the derivative of f concerning x and
setting it zero. In other words, for xopt, the following equation has to be valid

df

dx

∣∣∣
xopt

= 0. (2)

Note that here we assume f(x) to be continuous in some domain D, and the derivative to exist. However, whether
the obtained solution gives a maximum or minimum value needs to be checked using additional conditions or
higher-order derivatives.

We can define the derivative for a complex function of a complex variable, for instance

f : C 3 z 7→ w = f(z) ∈ C, (3)
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as follows

f ′(z0) =
df

dz

∣∣∣
z0

= lim
z→z0

f(z)− f(z0)

z − z0
. (4)

If f ′(z) exists in the domain D ⊂ R, the function f(z) is called an analytic or a holomorphic function in R.

Now, a given complex function can be decomposed into two real functions, each depending on two real
variables, say x and y, which are the real and imaginary parts of the complex variable z. Mathematically, this
can be represented as

f(z) = f(x+ jy) ≡ u(x, y) + jv(x, y); z = x+ jy (5)

It can be shown that for the above function f(z) to be holomorphic, the corresponding component functions
u(x, y) and v(x, y) need to satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann conditions43

∂u(x, y)

∂x
=
∂v(x, y)

∂y
(6)

∂v(x, y)

∂x
= −∂u(x, y)

∂y
(7)

If the above conditions are valid, then the complex derivative of a holomorphic function f(z) can be expressed
by the partial derivatives of the component real functions u(x, y) and v(x, y) as

df(z)

dz
=
∂u(x, y)

∂x
+ j

∂v(x, y)

∂x
(8)

3.1 Real functions of complex variables

It can be seen from Equation 8 that if the function f(z) is a real valued function, then the component function
v(x, y) which forms the imaginary part of f(z) is zero, i.e. v(x, y) = 0. Following Cauchy-Riemann conditions
as described in Equation 6, we see that

∂u(x, y)

∂x
=
∂v(x, y)

∂y
= 0 (9)

Thus, u(x, y) is always a constant, and so is the function f(z), and the derivative of such a function is always
zero. In other words, a real function of complex variable is not holomorphic unless it is a real constant.

To work around this, instead of treating f(z) as a real function of a complex variable, we regard f(z) = u(x, y)
as a function of two real variables. In the context of solving an optimization problem, it can be treated as a
multidimensional real function. Therefore, to find the optimum value of f(z), we want to find the optimum of
u(x, y), which requires

∂u(x, y)

∂x
= 0 and

∂u(x, y)

∂y
= 0 (10)

Note that v(x, y) = 0 since the function is real valued.

Both of the above real-valued equations for the optimal components xopt and yopt can be linearly combined
into a more compact one complex-valued representation as follows

α1
∂u(x, y)

∂x
+ j.α2

∂u(x, y)

∂y
= 0 + j0 = 0 (11)

where α1 and α2 are arbitrary real valued non-zero constants. Note that the above representation is valid since
the real and imaginary parts are orthogonal, and the linear combination is only intended to devise a compact
representation.
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Let us now define a differential operator writing the real and imaginary parts of z = x+ jy as the tuple (x, y)

∂

∂z
= α1

∂

∂x
+ j.α2

∂

∂y
. (12)

Note that the operator defined in Equation 12 can also be applied to complex functions, because real cost
functions can often be decomposed into complex components, for example f(z) = |z|2 = z.z̄ = f1(z)f2(z), where
f1(z), f2(z) ∈ C. Also, observe that z̄ = x− jy is the complex conjugate of z = x+ jy.

The choice of values α1 = 1
2 and α2 = − 1

2 meets the requirements for defining the complex derivatives, and
it was first introduced by Wilhelm Wirtinger. Wirtinger derivatives of a (complex) functionf(z) of a complex
variable z = x+ jy are defined as the following linear partial differential operators of the first order

∂f

∂z
=

1

2
.
(∂f
∂x
− j.∂f

∂y

)
(13)

and
∂f

∂z̄
=

1

2
.
(∂f
∂x

+ j.
∂f

∂y

)
(14)

For functions of many variables, f : Cn 3 z = [z1, z2, ..., zn]T 7→ w = f(z) ∈ R, all n partial derivatives
with respect to the complex variables z1, ..., zn need to be calculated. In other words, the derivatives need to be
calculated and combined into a vector again, and this gradient of the function can be defined as follows

∂f

∂z
=


∂f
∂z1
∂f
∂z2
...
∂f
∂zn

 and
∂f

∂z̄
=


∂f
∂z̄1
∂f
∂z̄2
...
∂f
∂z̄n

 (15)

Of course, the Wirtinger gradients defined in Equation 15 has to be equal to the zero vector 0 = [0, 0, ..., 0]T .
Note that for such multidimensional functions, one can separate and inspect individually the real and imaginary
parts. But using the above definition, we can use simple arithmetic rules that can be expressed using vectors
and matrices. This flexibility allows us to use formal optimization methods easily.

4. HIGH-QUALITY HOLOGRAPHIC PHASE RETRIEVAL

Computer generated holography (CGH) simulates the physical process of a real hologram recording and recon-
struction using numerical methods. The computed digital hologram is displayed on a phase modifying spatial
light modulator (SLM) that is illuminated by a laser source. The phase pattern displayed on the SLM introduces
a delay to the phase of the incident wave on the SLM. This modulated wave travels a certain (propagation) dis-
tance before interfering to form the intended imagery. This wave propagation process can be treated as digital
signal processing of light, and several numerical propagation methods exist for synthesizing the object waves in
a digital hologram.

The numerical wave propagation methods broadly fall under either the fast Fourier transform (FFT) based
methods or the convolution-based methods. While the FFT based methods are simple and fast to use, the
sampling window size is proportional to the propagation distance causing the final image window size to vary for
different image depths. This problem can, however, be overcome by using a multi-step Fresnel method44 which
adds the ability to control the sampling intervals. On the other hand, convolution-based methods require at
least two FFTs in the computation, but the sampling window size and sampling intervals remain same as that
of the source field, i.e. unlike FFT based methods, they are not dependent on the propagation distance.

Both FFT based methods or convolution-based methods often make (paraxial) approximations to make
the numerical method computationally tractable. Such approximations result in phase errors which generally
manifest as curvature errors. Computing the wave propagation using a more inconvenient formulation, such as
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Figure 1: Schematic of scalar diffraction model, that the incident wave first gets modulated by the phase delays
on the hologram, where each pixel then emits a sub-wave that propagates in free space to the image plane. The
complex amplitude of one point on the image plane is the integration of sub-waves propagated from all pixels on
the hologram plane.

the Kirchoff or Rayleigh-Sommerfeld formulations, result in an accurate solution but is computationally very
expensive. However, such a formulation is suitable for both paraxial and non-paraxial wave fields.

In this section we introduce near-field holographic image formation for near-eye display applications using
a band-limited angular spectrum method (ASM). Since the formulae for the ASM can be derived directly from
the Kirchoff or Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction theory without any approximations, the numerical simulation
is more accurate compared to the other propagation models. We then discuss our algorithm for optimizing
phase-only holograms using complex Wirtinger derivatives as discussed in the earlier Section 3.

4.1 Image formation model

The diffracted field at any arbitrary aperture can be calculated accurately using the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld (RS)
diffraction integral. For a hologram illuminated using a laser source as shown in Figure 1, the diffracted wave
field at a distance z due to the hologram aperture can be calculated using the RS integral as:

U(x, y; z) =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

U(x′, y′; 0)
exp(jkρ)

ρ

1

jλ
dx′dy′ (16)

where U(x, y; 0) is the input source field just after the hologram aperture, ρ = [(x−x′)2 +(y−y′)2 +z2]1/2 and λ
is the wavelength. It can be easily observed that the above diffraction integral can be rewritten as a convolution
of the input source field with the propagation kernel (i.e. the impulse response of the system) h(x, y, z):

U(x, y; z) = U(x, y; 0) ∗ h(x, y; z) (17)

where ∗ represents the 2D convolution operation in x− y dimensions. The propagation kernel h(x, y; z) here can
be calculated as

h(x, y; z) =
1

jλr
exp
(
j

2πr

λ

)
(18)

where r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2. Here, we can invoke the convolution theorem to express the above equation as a

product of Fourier transforms as follows:

F{U(x, y; z)} = F{U(x, y; 0)}F{h(x, y; z)} (19)

where F is the Fourier transform operator.
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The diffractive field from the SLM, if Fourier-analyzed across any plane, can be identified as plane waves
traveling in different directions away from the hologram plane. The field amplitude across any point can be
calculated as the summation of contributions of these plane waves, taking into account the phase shifts undergone
during the propagation.45 This is called the angular spectrum propagation of the wave field. The angular spectrum
method (ASM) is equivalent to the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld solution and yield identical predictions of the diffracted
wave field.46 From the equation 19, the ASM propagated field U(x, y; z) from a diffracting aperture with an input
source field U(x, y; 0) can be computed as:

U(x, y; z) = F−1
(
FU(x, y; 0) ◦H

)
(20)

The ASM transfer function H is given by:

H(fx, fy; z) =

{
exp

[
j2π zλ

√
1− (λfx)2 − (λfy)2

]
,

√
f2
x + f2

y <
1
λ

0 , otherwise
. (21)

where fx, fy are the Fourier frequencies in the x and y direction, respectively. As can be observed from equa-
tion 21, the Fourier frequencies of the ASM transfer function are not independent but the frequencies in the z
direction are dependent on those in the x and y direction.

Although the above formulation is of a continuous integrals and Fourier transforms, a numerical simulation
involves a discrete summation and a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) performed on a regularly sampled grid.
One must note that a DFT of an input sampled at regular intervals assumes periodicity of the field in both
spatial and Fourier frequency domain, and therefore, the corresponding convolution that is computed using a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a circular convolution. However, since the input source field and the propagation
kernel are aperiodic functions, invoking convolution theorem as in equation 20 causes errors in the edges of the
computed wave field U(x, y; z).

From basic signal processing we know that a circular convolution is nothing but a linear convolution with
aliasing. One can easily visualize that if the diffracted wave field on the output (image) plane is small enough
compared to the overall computation window, the aliasing errors induced due to the circular convolution may
be to an acceptable level. However, if the diffracted field overflows the size of the computation window at the
output (image) plane, the aliasing errors become pronounced and the results would deviate from the accurate
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral.

To overcome such errors we zero-pad the input image to double the size along both the dimensions, effectively
increasing the sampling window. After computing the diffraction integral, the computation window on the output
plane is cropped to the original image size. Although one can zero-pad the image in many different ways, we
symmetrically increase the size of the window on both dimensions.

The angular spectrum method, after zero-padding, results in reduced artifacts due to aliasing. Although
accurate results can be obtained using ASM in near distances, the accuracy of the method decreases for distances
that are greater than the sampling window size by a factor of about ten or more. This is caused primarily due
to insufficient sampling and these errors can be avoided by extending the sampling window and computing the
whole field.47 Although a viable option, this necessitates larger computational window for longer propagation
distances, thereby resulting in a huge computational load.

For an SLM with Nx pixels of pixel pitch ∆x in the x direction, the size of the original computation window
is Lx = Nx∆x. However, the source sampling area is doubled to linearize the circular convolution thereby
increasing the computation window size to 2Lx. Therefore, the sampling interval of the transfer function can be
computed as ∆fx = 1

2Lx
. Now, according to the Nyquist theorem, aliasing errors in the above sampled ASM

transfer function can be avoided if the sampling frequency is at least twice the local signal frequency of the
transfer function H(fx, fy; z), as discussed in Ref. 45:

∆f−1
x ≥ 2

∣∣∣ 1

2π

∂φ

∂fx

∣∣∣ (22)

where φ = ∠H(fx, fy; z) = 2π zλ
√

1− (λfx)2 − (λfy)2 is the phase of the ASM transfer function.
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To avoid aliasing errors, one can limit the frequencies in the transfer function to satisfy the Nyquist sampling
requirement, resulting in what is called a band-limited transfer function.47 Note that although the sampling
intervals can be flexible and chosen freely, for a digital holographic display, the sampling interval is generally
fixed and is equal to that of the SLM pixel pitch. Hence, the permissible range of frequencies for the spatial
frequency fx (and similarly for fy) for which the angular spectrum transfer function does not result in aliasing
is also fixed for a given propagation distance and can be obtained as follows:

|fx| ≤
1[

1 + (2∆fxz)2
] 1

2

λ

≡ fxlimit
(23)

Therefore, we band-limit the angular spectrum by clipping the transfer function within a bandwidth of 2fxlimit

to avoid numerical errors arising due to the sampling and aliasing. The updated band-limited transfer function
can therefore be obtained as

HBL(fx, fy; z) = H(fx, fy; z)rect
( fx

2fxlimit

)
rect

( fy
2fylimit

)
(24)

Note that if the limiting frequency of the band-limited transfer function, i.e. fxlimit
and fylimit

is less than the
maximum spatial frequency required for the reconstruction of the holographic image, a part of the diffraction field
loses the frequency band necessary for accurate diffraction and this would result in errors in the reconstruction.
However, limiting the bandwidth in the above mentioned fashion always satisfies the minimum spatial frequency
requirement.

4.2 Phase hologram optimization

For a given phase-only hologram with phase pattern Φ, the diffraction field on the output image plane can be
computed using the above band-limited angular spectrum transfer function as:

z = F−1
(
FU ◦HBL

)
(25)

where U = ejΦ is the complex phase hologram and HBL is the band-limited ASM transfer function. Ideally,
we want to compute phase patterns that result in reconstructions as close to the target images as possible. In
other words, we want the error between the reconstructed image intensity |z|2 produced by the hologram with
phase pattern Φ and the target image I to be minimum. This allows us to pose the holographic phase retrieval
problem as the following optimization problem:

Φopt = min
Φ

f(|z|2, I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Err(Φ)

= min
Φ

f(|F−1
(
FU ◦HBL

)
|2, I)

. (26)

where f is a penalty function to compute the error between the target and reconstructed images. The above
optimization problem can be solved using the Wirtinger gradient framework as described in 4. We briefly discuss
here the Wirtinger gradients for our band-limited angular spectrum propagation method. We refer the curious
reader to Chakravarthula et al. 4 for more details. Using these gradients we can solve the above optimization
problem in equation 26 using first-order optimization methods.

4.2.1 Gradient for ASM propagation

We refer the reader to the discussion in our previous paper, Ref.,4 for a more detailed discussion on the Wirtinger
gradients. However, we briefly discuss it here. In order to update the hologram phase patterns using a gradient
descent optimization technique, we require the gradient of the error function in equation 26 with respect to the
phase pattern Φ. This can be calculated applying the chain rule to equations 25 and 26 as follows:

dErr

dΦ
=

df

dz︸︷︷︸
1

dz

dU︸︷︷︸
2

dU

dΦ︸︷︷︸
3

. (27)
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Notice that Part-1 of the equation 27 requires us to compute the derivative of the scalar real-valued error
f with respect to the complex diffractive wave field z. As discussed in Section 3, the derivative of this part is
undefined. To overcome the undefined gradient, we approximate the partial of the scalar function of the complex
vecor as:

d(Err) = df(z) = Re
〈
∇f, dz

〉
(28)

where Re denotes the real part of a complex number and
〈
., .
〉

denotes the inner product of two vectors. Note
that the above definition is not the exact gradient but only an approximate definition to use with any first-order
optimization techniques.4 The value of ∇f in the above definition is obtained using the complex Wirtinger
derivatives:

∇f(z) = 2∇z̄f (29)

which can be further simplified as:

∇z̄f =
df

d(|z|2)
◦ 2∇z̄(|z|2) (30)

Observe that the second part of the above equation 30 can be reduced to

2∇z̄(|z|2) = 2∇z̄(zz̄) = 2z (31)

Therefore, the part 1 of the gradient equation 27 is evaluated as follows:

df

dz
= ∇f =

df

d(|z|2)
◦ 2z (32)

As discussed in previous section, the wave field at the destination plane can be obtained using band-limited

angular spectrum propagation as z = F−1
(
FU ◦H

)
, and the image is computed as |z|2. Computing Part 2 of

the equation 27 using the Part 1 gradient computed in equation 32 yields:

d(Err(H)) = Re
〈
∇f, dz

〉
= Re

〈
∇f, d(F †(H)(FU1))

〉
= Re

〈
∇f, F †HFdU1

〉
= Re

〈
F †H†F∇f, dH

〉
= Re

〈
F †H∗F∇f, dH

〉 . (33)

Finally evaluating Part 3 with the complex amplitude on the hologram plane as U = expjΦ, we derive the
definition of gradient of the loss function with respect to the phase Φ as follows:

d(Err(Φ)) = Re
〈
F †H∗F∇f, d(ejφ)

〉
= Re

〈
− je−jφF †H∗F∇f, d(φ)

〉 . (34)

Since the phase Φ is real valued, the above inner-product definition can be read as:

d(Err(Φ)) =
〈
Re(−je−jφF †H∗F∇f), d(φ)

〉
,∇Err(Φ) = Re(−je−jφF †H∗F∇f). (35)

With the above gradient in hand, the phase patterns can be optimized for using standard first-order stochastic
gradient descent solvers.

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

Our method eliminates severe artifacts that are caused by existing hologram generation methods. In order to
demonstrate the performance of our method and experimentally validate our improved algorithm, we build a
prototype holographic display system whose details are discussed in this section.
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Figure 2: Schematic of our prototype holographic near-eye display. Specifically, we couple the lasers of three
different single wavelengths into one single-mode fiber whose output end can be treated as point source. The
light emitted from this end is polarized and collimated to incident on the SLM. We use a phase-only reflective
type SLM to load and display holograms. The modulated wave is imaged and filtered by a couple of lenses, and
eventually recorded as an intensity distribution on the sensor.

5.1 Hardware Implementation

The prototype display system, shown in figure 2 is same as the one demonstrated in Ref. 4. Our prototype display
includes a HOLOEYE LETO-1 liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) reflective phase-only spatial light modulator with
a resolution of 1920 × 1080. The pixel pitch of the SLM is 6.4 µm, resulting in the active area of 12.28 mm
× 6.91 mm. We use a single optical fiber that is coupled to three laser diodes emitting at wavelengths 446,
517, and 636 nm, in combination with collimating optics, to illuminate the SLM with a plane wave. The SLM
is illuminated by the laser source in a color field sequential manner. To assess the display’s image quality, we
capture images from the prototype holographic display using a Canon Rebel T6i DSLR camera body (without
camera sens attached) with an output resolution of 6, 000× 4, 000, a pixel pitch of 3.72 µm.

5.2 Software

We compute phase-only holograms on a PC with an Intel Xeon 2.4GHz CPU and 64GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 GPU. We implement the proposed method using quasi-Newton optimization in MATLAB
using the L-BFGS48 quasi-Newton method. In particular, we use the minFunc optimization package.49 For
loss functions requiring stochastic gradient optimization, we implement the proposed method in TensorFlow50

and use the Adam optimizer. Specifically, we use a learning rate of 0.001 and an exponential decay rate of 0.9
for the first moment estimate, and an exponential decay rate of 0.999 for the second moment estimates. The
gradients obtained from backpropagation offered by TensorFlow are used for the loss function component and
those parameterized by convolutional neural network to compute the complex Wirtinger gradient and feed it
back to the optimizer for computing the optimal phase holograms. The full color holograms are generated by
performing optimization sequentially for all three color channels.
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Figure 3: PSNR values plotted against number of iterations for Wirtinger holography optimization for a randomly
initialized phase.

5.3 Initialization and termination criteria

We start the optimization process with an initial guess of the phase value φ, which could either be a random phase
or a carefully crafted phase. Carefully initializing the optimizer results in faster convergence compared to random
(or shallow random) initialization. It can be easily understood that the optimizer continuously searches for the
optimal phase hologram for a given target intensity (image). However, one must note that there can be several
phase holograms that can produce a given target intensity, making our objective function an extremely non-
convex problem with several local minima. Therefore, initializing with a random phase distribution, intuitively,
expands the search space for determining an optimal phase hologram. Owing to a larger domain of possible
phase holograms, the particular choice of initial phase value may affect the convergence speed and numerical
stability.

Let us consider one pixel on the hologram (SLM) plane. The complex amplitude of the hologram pixel
constitutes a unit amplitude and a phase value lying in the range [0, 2π]. In other words, the complex amplitude
of the hologram pixel can lie anywhere on a unit circle. Suppose if the phase is known to lie within a certain
range [θmin, θmax], the correct complex number determining the complex amplitude of the hologram pixel must
lie on an arc of the unit circle which is defined by the angles θmin and θmax.

In our case, the possibility of the range of phase values for each hologram pixel remains unclear. However,
given the knowledge of some initial phase value producing the target intensity pattern, it is reasonable to assume
the optimal phase value might lie somewhere close to the initial phase value. Initializing the optimizer with a
carefully crafted phase, for example, a few iterations of Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm or a double-phase encoding,
thus offers the promise of finding optimal phase faster. Figure 3 shows the PSNR values with iteration count for
our framework for a randomly initialized phase, and it can be observed that the PSNR improves very quickly
initially, and then slowly increases with an increasing number of iterations. For the results reported, we terminate
the optimizer once the PSNR values reach convergence.

5.4 Analysis

Our holography method eliminates much of the ringing artifacts and generates high quality holographic re-
constructions in comparison to the recently demonstrated modified GS44 and double phase encoding2 phase
hologram generation algorithms. Figure 4 compares in simulation the state-of-the-art double phase encoding
phase holograms and Wirtinger holograms, and present SSIM error maps as an indication of the probability of
perceptually detecting ringing errors in the reconstructed image. Many other results of our method are reported
in our previous paper (Ref. 4) and recommend the readers to also refer to it along with this paper.
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Figure 4: Probability of detection of errors for the simulated image also shown in the main manuscript. Note
that the Wirtinger holograms produce much less perceptual error as compared to that of double phase encoding
method.

We also show in simulation the results for computing high-quality holograms for 3D scenes. Computing 3D
holograms is typically a difficult a problem which often results in unwanted noise and reduction in contrast.
Computing a 3D hologram in a multi-plane fashion using our abovementioned method is possible. However, if
the depth planes are densely spaced, the optimizer forces light to change its phase rapidly while propagating in
ways which are sometimes physically not feasible. Therefore the optimal phase hologram that is generated might
contain noise which can degrade the image quality in comparison to 2D holograms. Although all 3D holographic
rendering methods suffer from these problems, the holograms computed using full Fresnel diffraction integral
without paraxial approximation and heuristic encoding schemes might produce fewer artifacts than optimizing
for dense focal stack of 3D scene data. However, since the eye can only focus at one focal plane at a time, one can
render holographic imagery at the eye accommodation plane by changing the scene focus globally. This needs
to be accompanied by an eye tracker. Note, that although the depth detection capability progressively degrades
with retinal eccentricity,? object points which are closely spaced in the region where is eye is foveated suffer if
not presented with an accurate depth of field blur.2 However, such regions can be addressed by providing the
depth of field blur in the image space.51 Figure 5 shows simulated hologram results generated by our framework
for a 3D scene by the method of dynamic global scene focus. Notice that the depth of field blur is appropriately
represented without compromising on the image quality. Jointly optimizing for all depth planes to generate an
artifact-free full 3D hologram remains an exciting direction for future work.

We also validate the method experimentally on the real holographic display as described above. Figure 6
present several holographic images reconstructed on our prototype holographic display. It can be seen that our
Wirtinger holograms feature more detail, higher resolution, and higher light efficiency compared to other existing
methods.

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a phase retrieval method for holographic neareye displays, which departs from existing heuris-
tic algorithms, and instead relies on formal optimization using complex Wirtinger derivatives. This framework
has allowed us to formulate holographic phase retrieval as a quadratic optimization problem that can be solved
using first-order optimization methods. We have validated that the resulting holograms have an order of magni-
tude lower error, i.e. more than 10 dB PSNR improvement, when compared to recent state-of-the-art approaches.
We have assessed the proposed method in simulation and using an experimental prototype system. Wirtinger
holography eliminates the severe artefacts present in existing methods, and, in particular, enables us to minimize
ringing and chromatic artefacts. In addition to reducing error by an order of magnitude when compared to
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Figure 5: Simulated holograms for a 3D scene generated using fast depth switching and dynamic global scene
focus for an assumed eye tracked position. Observe that the depth of field effects are appropriately represented
without compromising on the holographic image quality. The depth of the above scene is scaled to make the
near distance at 200mm and far distance at 500mm.
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Figure 6: Results reconstructed by modified GS holograms, Double phase encoding of Fresnel holograms, and
Wirtinger Holograms.

existing methods, we have validated the flexibility of the proposed system. We are excited to believe that our
method enables future research towards the vision of artifact-free high-quality holography.
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